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Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

Dan Plan
Well, it’s been about a month since our last print
issue. Here’s a summary of what we’ve seen during
the last few weeks.
After printing our final issue, we made the journey to
LaCrosse on Labor Day weekend, hoping to catch
their final show before Oktoberfest. While the
weather didn’t look the best, it looked like the weather
would move out before race time. I used to think I
could be a weather man. Not so much after this trip,
as the skies opened up again just before race time. I
was able to make it back to Elko in time to
see the final three features of the evening.
We arrived just in time to see Ted Reuvers
turn around his string of bad luck and pick
up the Thunder Car main event. Chris
Marek took the “Hot Rod” Hentges ride to
victory lane, picking up his first Big-8 Late
Model win. Joey Miller left his burnout
contest winning wagon at home and simply
dominated the Late Model main event.
Nothing like turning a 30-mile round trip to
Elko into a 330-mile round trip, but I did get
to see some racing on a Saturday night.
Just prior to the printing of our last issue,
there were two phenomenal track car

races at Raceway Park. I was involved in one of
them. Well, I was on the track at the same time, and
also spent some time in the infield after the air was
taken off my spoiler. At least that’s my story and I’m
sticking to it. Nate Kane and Troy Beano put on a
race for the lead. The race was so good, it had me
trying to watch the race from inside my car, a half-lap
behind after my spin. Troy was holding the bottom
line, with the patented “Freight Train” high-line
working for younger brother Nate. I’m pretty sure
there was nothing left of the rear tire on Nate’s car
from the smoke show put on exiting every corner. As
I’ve said before, it doesn’t necessarily have to be the
top division that puts on the best race of the night.
The other track car race featured the Raceway Park
officials in the cars, with numerous drivers acting as
officials. The pre-race trash-talking amongst officials
made this event look like it could be a WWE Monday
night event. I heard stories of officials setting tire
pressures on the cars prior to race time, and saw first
hand, two officials checking the toe on their cars. No
official word yet if Dr. Bob still has his job for next
year after beating the boss in the race.
The track car races almost made me lose track of the
championship night at Raceway Park. As we saw
many nights this year, it was the Walen and Royle
show, going down to the wire, and contact one last
time in the feature. All year long it was a battle
between these two, with Chad going into the night
with a 10-point lead. After all was said and done,
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Chad Walen and Adam Royle raced hard until the very end
Martin DeFries photo

curve for guys that are just
getting into the 360 Sprints.
Tatnell would go on to win
the UMSS 360 portion of
the show. The UMSS has
only been around for a few
years now, but their
inclusion in the Richert
Memorial has been a
welcomed addition.
Defending IRA Champion,
Bill Balog, won the IRA
portion of the show. You
also can’t beat the driving
the Northern Vintage
Stockcar Racers (NVSR)
put on. These guys drive
the wheels of those beasts,
and let the younger fans see

bunch of folks we only get to see a few times a year
makes for a good time. Brady Smith, Darrell Nelson,
Dan Gullickson and Jeremy Houle rounded out the
main event winners for the weekend. Once again,
Eric Heim gets credit for the quote of the weekend.
His son Dagan had won his qualifying heat race on
Thursday, and was hoping to go even faster in the
feature. Several changes were made to the car prior
to the feature. Things didn’t go so well. The next day,
the first words Eric had were; “For a minute there, I
thought I was Chad Knaus. Turns out that I’m not.”
After spending a few nights at Cedar Lake for the
100, we opted for something different on Saturday
night. It had been several years since we last
attended the annual Midwest Karting Associations
night race in Eau Claire. The MKA brings in
temporary lighting once a year and runs their show
during the evening hours. The show attracts a large

continued from page 3
Walen came out on top, just 11 points ahead of Royle.
Other Raceway Park champions for the 2011 season
were; Brent Kane – Hobby Stocks, Ricky Martin –
Figure 8’s, Justin Kotchevar – Bombers, Doug
Schmitz – Mini Stocks, Kyle Hanson – Legends and
Erica Waibel in the Short Trackers.
Cedar Lake Speedway wrapped up their season
before Labor Day weekend, crowning Rick Hanestad
with his first NASCAR Late Model championship.
Cedar Lake still had a few big shows on the schedule,
the first of which being the Richert Memorial. This
show features one of the largest fields of Sprint cars
and Vintage cars you’ll see in the upper-Midwest in
one night. Flips, slide jobs and side-by-side racing
were the theme for the night. Look for more detail
about this event in Stan Meissner’s Inside Dirt
column. It was fun to watch the battle between Andy
Jones and Brooke Tatnell in the UMSS main event.
Although Andy would spin during the battle against
the veteran, his dad Dennis summed it up best when
stating “Some people may not like a guy with the
experience Brooke has running in our series. I think
it’s good. It will only make us better running against
competition like that”. I think that’s a valid statement.
Racing against somebody with 410 Sprint Car
experience is definitely going to speed up the learning

Donny Reuvers picked up his 8th track championship
Martin DeFries photo
what racing looked like years ago. With names like
McMahon, Parsons and Wolfgang on the track over
the course of the evening, it doesn’t get
much better for Sprint Car fans.

Next up was the Legendary 100 at
Cedar Lake Speedway. We were able to
catch the first two nights of the show.
After temps in the 90’s just a few days
earlier at the Richert Memorial, we
quickly moved into winter, with temps in
the 40’s at night. With just two big
events on dirt this weekend (Legendary
100 and WISSOTA 100), fans were
assured of large car counts. While the
numbers may not have been as high as
past years, they were still respectable
nonetheless. Any time you end up with
Chillin' on a dirt road. Laid back, swervin' like Andy Jones nearly 200 cars in the pits, spread out
over 4 divisions, is nothing to be shy
Stan Meissner photo
about. Great racing, wild crashes and a

number of kart drivers from the area, and gives us an
opportunity to see something a little different. It was
neat to see former Late Model racer Charlie Menard
on hand. Charlie would go on to be part of the
winning team during Sunday afternoon’s 50-lap main
event. Some folks might think kart racing is just for
kids, and there are a larger number of them on hand,
but it’s also a way that some of us bigger kids can still
go fast without breaking the bank. If it has wheels
and a motor, I’m probably going to watch it. That was
the case for this evening of action.
Our final events prior to publishing this issue were the
first day of the Punky Manor Challenge of Champions
and season championship night at Elko Speedway.
There’s something about the fans in Menomonie, and
especially during the Punky that makes them seem
more vocal than other tracks. When Jimmy Mars won
a heat race in the Modifieds, there was plenty of
cheering, and a few boo’s thrown in. Like the old

continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
saying goes, as long as the crowd is making noise,
you’re doing something right. The Friday night show
was an example of an extremely efficient program.
While most of the credit goes to the officials running
the program, many of the drivers deserve credit as
well. Up until the Street Stock feature, there were
very few cautions. An extra thank you goes out to
any driver that spun, had a flat, or broke down and did
not stop on the track. Drivers stopping on the track at
some dirt tracks has almost become an accepted
practice these days. I fully realize the safety aspect of
throwing a caution when there is a breakdown with
the drivers not utilizing mirrors on dirt, but with the
number of officials available and the use of
Raceceivers by most tracks, most cases of stopping
on the track can be avoided, allowing the show to
continue.

MKA action at Eau Claire

Championship night at Elko had a few drivers win
main events that did not race regularly at Elko this
year. Chad Walen made a couple of appearances
after the season wrapped up at Raceway Park, and
won the season championship main event at Elko.
Adam Royle came up just a few points short of
another track championship, but was able to capture
the Minnesota State Championship for the Whelen
All-American Series. Donny Reuvers captured his 8th
track championship at Elko with a 7th place finish.
The Partington family finished up their new Thunder
Car late in the year, with Jeff Partington taking the
car to victory lane on championship night. Brent Kane
used a 6th place finish to defend his Thunder Car title.
Kane now has four championships, and over 30
feature wins in two years between the two Minnesota
asphalt tracks. Pretty impressive numbers in this day
and age. Other champions crowned at Elko on this
night included; Doug Brown in the Big-8 division and
Devin Schmidt in the Power Stocks. Other main
event winners included Darren Wolke in the Big-8's,
Matt "Fatty" Ryan in the Power Stocks, Kyle Hansen
in the Legends and Jack Purcell in the Mini Stocks.
Now it’s time to get ready for two great racing
weekends. We’ll be back with another on-line issue in
November capturing moments from some of the
biggest shows in the upper Midwest.

Brent Kane doubled-up on championships at Elko and Raceway Park again in 2011
Martin DeFries photo
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Cedar Lake Speedway Champion - Rick Hanestad
Rick Hanestad wrapped up the 2011 NASCAR
Late Model track championship at Cedar Lake
Speedway. Hanestad has been around racing for
several years, spent some time travelling with the
now defunct WDRL Late Models, and now spent
the last few years closer to home. We recently
caught up with Rick at Cedar Lake Speedway's
Legendary 100.

championships do you have now?
We’ve won track championships at Rice Lake, Jim
Falls and Red Cedar in the past. This was our first
NASCAR Late Model championship at Cedar Lake.

There were several rainouts at Cedar Lake that
impacted your position in the NASCAR state
points. Do you think anything could have been
done differently to get more shows in?
Actually, it worked out perfect for us. Opening night
How long have you been racing?
I believe this year it has been 25 years. We started that we raced here, was going to be our first night
regardless. We would have not won the points, as we
running Late Models in 2003, so we’ve had eight
hadn’t planned to run the first few races. My wife
years there.
and I bought the ServPro company and we sponsor
our car. We purchased the two franchises in March,
You were pretty competitive right of the box
and the car became secondary at that point. We
when you moved to Late Models. How many

wouldn’t have had the cars ready and won the points
if they would have been able to start on the original
date.
So you really didn’t go into the season hoping to
run for the championship?
No, not even close. The car we ran all season has
over 200 shows on it. It’s an 07 car that shouldn’t
even compete today. It’s got old technology on it, but
it’s a good old car that just seems to work. It turns
and has traction.
Are your plans the same for next year?
We ordered a brand new Mastersbuilt chassis, and
plan to race more next year.

Cedar Lake Speedway announcer Chris Stepan interviews Hanestad on championship night (left - Vince Peterson photo) and
Hanestad early in his career after one of many Street Stock wins (right - Jerry Zimmer photo)
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Going in
Circles

By Charlie Spry
With the close of the regular season, the late model
point’s title at Columbus 151 Speedway and the
Backup championship were still a big question mark
going into the final two weeks of action. Of course,
rain had to play a factor in this, as the second-to-last
Friday night was rained out, making for a final rush
and a reschedule, racing both Friday night and Sunday
afternoon in early September.
Nick Wendt tried his best to close in on the point lead
that Ron Bishofberger had, and was whittling it down,
only to be caught up as an innocent bystander in a
wreck on the final Sunday show, ending his quest for
the championship. Mr. Bishofberger did what he
needed to do at the end of the year to secure his track
title, which goes along with similar titles received here
in 1996 and 2008.
No mystery in the street stock division, as Phil
Denikas had secured the title a couple of weeks ago
and could not be caught. This is his second title in a
row, and word is that he will be moving up to late
models next season.
Likewise, Kale Peterman had secured the title in the
hobby stocks, as had Derek Dixon in the Bandit
division. The Backup division saw Ryan Oetzel nearly
lose his point lead on the last day, as he made an
appearance on the starting grid, only to have his car
fail him when it came time to start the race. He
gathered just enough points by making the grid to
secure the title over Dustin Von Allmen.
In between all of this, I managed to take my car up
to Marshfield Motor Speedway to run their Fall
Shootout post season show, an event that I had

always wanted to race in. Of course, when you are
racing you don’t get to watch many of the races, so I
can’t give much of a report. The pit area was filled,
which was good to see. I also enjoyed racing with the
CWMSA regulars, as well as with my friends from
State Park Speedway who were also racing. Great
people to race with and a fun time! Also enjoyed
talking with fellow MRC columnist Dale Danielski, as
we both share an interest in racing from the past.
Dale did some racing in the mid-1970’s, and noted
that he probably raced 50 times in one season,
something that would be very hard to duplicate
nowadays!
On Friday and Saturday, September 16th and 17th we
took in the annual “Wisconsin State Championships at
the Jefferson Speedway. This years event saw a
slight change in the format for the late models, as a
single 100 lap feature was run in place of the twin
50’s format that had been previously been utilized.
2011 track champion Jason Erickson flexed his
muscles and showed the way, taking the lead from
Kyle Jarlsberg, who once again was snake bitten by
bad luck in this event, as his car blew the engine, also
causing John Ovadal Jr. to get caught up. While
Ovadal was able to continue, his car was not the
rocket it was before, and he faded. Zack Riddle
looked strong in taking second over Tim Sargent and
Casey Johnson, who was the man to watch, as he
started deep in the pack and worked his way up to
fourth. It was fun to watch his progress.
Just as Erickson did, track champion Jay Kalbus also
showed his prowess here, as he started back in the
pack of the sportsman feature and slowly picked cars
off one-by-one enroute to his victory. Rockford
regular Matt Berger had led since early on, but was
no match for Kalbus. Berger did finish second.
Best feature of the night was run by the hobby
stocks. Seems like oftentimes the support divisions
outperform the top divisions at some of the big shows,
and they did that tonight, as you could not have asked
for a better feature than these drivers and their cars
put on. Jim Tate Jr. had problems with his regular car
all weekend, and hopped into Jamie Dunn’s car and
took the lead right off the bat. Steven Sauer slowly
reeled him in and caught him, as the pair ran side-byside lap after lap. Andy Raley also caught the pair
and waited for a mistake from the two frontrunners,
but it didn’t happen. Sauer finally completed the pass
on the high side, with Tate finishing second and Raley
third. Beautifully run race
and a real pleasure to watch!

Coming in the ne
xt issue of
next

Action fr
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Championships, Oktoberfest and more!

Bo Bennish has not had
much good luck here before
tonight, but the visiting
northern Wisconsin driver
sure finally turned that
around, as luck was on his
side tonight in the
International division. Kyle
Stark took the lead and
looked to run off with
another feature win, as he

had not been beaten in a feature here this year when
the car was running at the end. Misfortune struck, as
he blew a tire, giving the lead back to Bennish in
which he had previously relinquished. He becomes
the first visiting driver to score a win in the WSC
International feature since Allen Dillon did it in 2006,
and only the second driver ever to do it. Only two
outside drivers have ever done it in the late models as
well, with Ricky Bilderback winning in 2006, and Ross
Kenseth in 2009. Dave Trute also did it in the hobby
stocks in 2008. As you can see, it is tough for a nonregular to win the big show here in any division.
Phillip Wuesthoff finished second in the final point
standings here this year in the Bandit division, and I
know he really wanted to win the title, however, he
took the big win tonight, so that isn’t too bad of a
consolation prize! Champion Heather Stark worked
her way up to second but ran out of time to catch
Wuesthoff.
No visiting drivers were present in the Road Warrior
division, as the FWD six cylinder machines have few
other places to draw cars from, as I am not aware of
any track in close proximity that runs this class. Track
champion Scott Pauls put a capper on his fine season
by winning the WSC title as well.
Rules were opened up to make outside cars more
competitive this year, and I think it really made for
some great competition. Most visitors I talked with
were happy with their competitiveness, which is what
is needed to bring more cars.
Brad Conant made the trip down from Antigo,
Wisconsin, and won the preview feature Saturday as
the first event of the night. I know he was pleased
with his car, and might have been more of a factor in
the WSC feature finale, but he and another car got
caught together, losing lots of time and track position.
The weekend had started out badly, as a light rain fell
on the track beginning in the mid-afternoon hours and
lasting for quite some time. I was surprised, but the
track waited it out and ran qualifying as planned,
although racing never started until 10:00 P.M. that
night. Racing was finally completed by 1:00 A.M. ala
Boone! Well done to get most of the events done, as
Sunday’s rain date did not look promising either (and
it wasn’t).
Regular announcer Randy Kamenick had a high
school football game to attend, and could not
announce on Friday, as Matt Rowe as well as Curt
Keene and “Black Bart” Andy Bartelt all filled in,
doing very well.
International driver Phil Malouf would have been one
to watch, but he spun early in the International
division feature race, and having to start at the back,
he still worked his way up to finish fifth. He is always
a factor at any track he competes at, and it is a lot of
tracks!
We are now to the point where the season is coming
to a quick end. Still a few specials remain, so get out
and support the racing at your local track!
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Have a Little Etiquette and Have a Lot of Fun

Dirty Talkin'

Kris McMartin
There is one thing that is certain, dirt track racing fans
and drivers are some of the greatest people I know.
This is a sport where “getting dirty” and having fun
are what it is all about. Racing has been my passion
since I was a little girl, and while I do not drive a car,
I am a big fan of this sport. The biggest part of racing
for most fans, and even some drivers, is social. It is a
group that socializes before, during and after the on
track racing. I say socialize because if you don’t, you
may be missing out on some of the best social
relationships ever.
There are certain things that you can do as a driver
and a fan to make this sport more enjoyable and even
friendly; it just takes a little etiquette. While there has
been a lot written about this over the years I thought I
might just list some etiquette items that will always
help keep this sport fun and exciting for both the
driver and the fans.

Drivers should treat other drivers as they would want
to be treated. Help another driver with a problem you
happen upon, loan them a tool or give a needed piece
of advice, because someday you may be in that
driver’s shoes and they will return the favor. Most
racing incidents, even the big ones that wreck
equipment, are just racing deals (not all drivers are
dirty). Take a moment to apologize to the driver you
inadvertently wrecked. Even if it does not cool the
tempers immediately, you will feel better and they will
respect the fact that you owned your responsibility for
it. Always remember when you are the driver loosing
your cool that the fans, which often include children,
see the reaction. Be mindful of those fans and visit
the situation once tempers have cooled. While it is
true that cars and not people have the right of way in
the pits there is a reasonable amount of speed you
should maintain as someone could be killed in a
pedestrian vs. car incident. If you are a young or new
driver, take your time, hang around where you are
comfortable, and learn to drive your car, hold your line
If you end up in lapped traffic, don’t do something
that would take out the leaders and cause
unnecessary anger. A good rule of thumb when you
make a mistake apologize, forgive yourself and move
on! When officials make a bad call take it for what it
is and do your best to drive your way out of it.
Officials are human as well and can make mistakes
or miss something that happened on the track. Clean
up your pit area, put refuse and trashed parts in a can
or at least in a pile for the track workers to easily
clean up. I am sure you do not want to come back
and park in a pile of garbage.
Fans need to be respectful to other fans, if you are
drinking and smoking, be sure that you are not in an
area that is considered a “family” section or a non

smoking section as more and more tracks are creating
these areas as a comfort to those particular fans.
When racing stuff happens on the track be aware of
the people around you who are out to enjoy the races
as much as you are and may not appreciate a loud
obnoxious and foul mouthed neighbor. We all yell,
scream, clap and jump up and down from time to time
and even let a swear word slip at what we deem a
bad call or an accident of our favorite driver caused
by someone else, just be cautious of the ears around
you especially the kids as these kids are our next
generation of race fan. Tracks have to increase ticket
prices to cover expenses just like any other business,
one expense is those people that have to go out and
pick up all of the garbage after a race. If you enjoy
coming to a race and having a clean spot to sit in, then
do your part in picking up your garbage and getting it
into a can. If there is not a garbage can close by put
everything in a pile so that it is easier for those
cleaning fairies to get to it.
This is a short list of some of the things we as drivers
and fans can do to make this sport enjoyable for
everyone! I hope to see everyone at a racing event
soon.

"TIRES DESIGNED FOR CHAMPIONS"
Kart and Quarter Midget tire distributor

www.racingonline.com

Bob Snyder
651-455-8589
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Dean & Jason
Talkin' Racin'
By Dean Reller
Growing up, I was always a fan of racing no matter
what form it was. That however was limited to
watching NASCAR and the action at my local dirt
track. Over the years I became a fan of asphalt
racing. No matter the type, the basic premise was
always go fast, turn left.
Now after 20 years being involved in racing in one
capacity or another I’m finally developing a following
for road racing, where the premise is go fast, turn left
AND right. A recent trip to Brainerd International
Raceway’s 2.5 mile Competition Road Coarse to
watch the SCCA Trans-Am Series gave me an upclose look at racing in a whole new light. First off,
unlike most race track’s that I go to, there isn’t a
massive grandstand for fans to sit and watch the
action. Rather, race fans watch the race from the
area INSIDE the track and that allows the racing to
literally surround you. With a variety of left and right
hand turns and speeds as high as 140 MPH to as low
as about 30 MPH, road racing has a little bit of
everything. Trading paint isn’t common and really
isn’t encouraged, but that doesn’t mean that it does
happen though.
One of the unique things is that the races start at the
line between turn 13 and turn one, in an area mostly
surrounded by trees for the wandering spectator, like
me. The Trans-Am cars start their races with a

Left Turns And Right Turns Still Equals Great Racing
rolling start, but other classes use a standing start,
which to me was rather interesting to see. As I
mentioned, that’s where the races start, but that is not
where they finish. The checkered flag waves from
the stand that is located between turns 11 and 12,
which is right in front of pit road.
The racing at BIR was a two-day event with separate
races on both days, which ended up providing two
distinct types of racing. The first day of racing saw
plenty of action as drivers tried to find grip on the
track that combines the old pavement of the original
Donnybrooke Road Course and the new pavement of
the Competition Road Course. Veteran driver Tony
Ave, winner of last year’s race, picked up where he
left off as he took the lead from the start and wasn’t
challenged much as he rolled to the win. The driver to
watch was Amy Ruman who tangled with another
car on lap one in the fast part of the track. After
getting back on track and making a stop to repair her
car, she put on a show as she passed some of the
other cars and ended up finishing fourth.
The second day of racing looked to be just as fast as
Ave set a track record in qualifying with Ruman not
far behind. Drama would be the story of this race as
a shower dampened the track before the race took
the green. Ave’s slipping clutch gave him problems
on the opening lap as he spun in front of the field in
the slowest and tightest areas of the track, which is
where I just happened to be at the time. Ruman
ceased the opportunity as she took the lead and really
began to pull away as Ave struggled to get back to
the front. Whenever a fast car has to come from the
back, no matter what kind of racing you are watching,
always makes for a fun race to watch. Ave put on a
show as he worked his way through the field. While
this was going on, dark clouds moved over the track
and started out as drizzle, but quickly turned to a light
rain. Normally this is where I would see a Red Flag,
the race would be stopped and I would run for cover.
But this is road racing and the race goes on. I dawned
my raincoat and didn’t do what my mother always
taught me, I
stayed out in
the rain.
Several
drivers would
take off
course
adventures,
but despite the
very wet
conditions,
none of the
drivers would

go to the pits for rain tires which would have provided
a lot more grip. The wet track forced drivers to run
the “Rain Line” which is a totally different way to run
around the track. Ruman ended up surrendering the
lead to Ave as he didn’t seem to be phased by the
wet conditions and went on to take the win. Ruman
would go off track three times during the race, but
wound up finishing third.
Once thought of as some other kind of racing, road
racing has really taught me a new appreciation for
those who compete at it. No wonder NASCAR has a
couple events on road courses every year. It’s truly a
test of skill not only to compete, but to do it with the
finesse and make it something that literally surrounds
its fans.
Dean Reller and Jason Searcy have over 40 years
combined experienced in motorsports. They host the
weekly program Speed Talk on 1360, Saturdays on
KRWC AM 1360. The program covers NASCAR
and devotes a good portion of the show to local and
regional racing as well.

Follow us on facebook.
Just search for The Midwest Racing Connection.
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purse of $8,000. Each driver starting the Feature
earned a minimum of $100. One pit stop for the race
was mandatory with crews being allowed to add fuel.
A total of 65 race cars participated with the event
being open to 1955-1970 American made cars with
the exception of pony cars. A pit fee of $5 was
required with advanced grandstand seating available
for $3. Preliminary events were held prior to the 200
lapper with Ron Backburg defeating Alan Ward, Don
Dhein, Dick Bently and Bob Bowen in the first
consolation race while George Kopecky outran Sonny
Immerfall, Ray Slaback, Denny Clark and Curt
Iverson in the 2nd. Marv Marzofka was the fast
qualifier on the day. A couple other drivers probably
wished they hadn’t showed up for the race as Louie
Vetrone hit the wall and was taken to the hospital
with possible cracked ribs. Loren Iverson was

the years and maybe in future columns we can touch
upon a bit more.
In our last effort we mentioned Jerry “Scratch”
Daniels appearing at ‘Fest for the 2011 edition of the
event. In a photo here he poses with left, Doug
Wolfgang and center Jerry Richert, Sr. 1962
Knoxville, Iowa Nationals winning car owner Ted
Ready. Just the mention of these folks puts Daniels in
select company and it’s no wonder he is a Knoxville
Raceway Hall of Fame inductee. You’ll be able to
see Daniels along with Ernie Tuff and his 1932 Ford
Coupe that “Scratch” last drove at the Champions
Reunion held in the Hospitality Chalet from 11am2pm October 9th, 2011 as part of this year’s
Oktoberfest race weekend. Thanks to Stan Meissner
for the photo.

Jerry “Scratch” Daniels in select company
Stan Meissner photo
By Dale P. Danielski
Oktoberfest racing weekend 10/6/11-10/9/11 at La
Crosse Fairgrounds, West Salem, WI. is near and
with that in mind we’ll open some discussion
pertaining to the event.
Of course having been to too many of these to count
we like to go back in time and pick out some
highlights and in some cases lowlights of the events
held. This year is the 42nd Annual event so there have
been plenty of both!
We’ve mentioned more than once in the past that the
first ever event was held in 1970. The track having
been paved in July of that year from the dirt surface it
was since opening in 1957 didn’t take long for folks to
take a liking to, as speeds steadily increased and full
fields of cars participated at the track. The scheduling
of the event was due in part to other tracks hosting
season ending specials such as the nationally
renowned National Short Track Championships held
at Rockford Speedway in Rockford, IL. Why not run
something of that nature here in Wisconsin was the
thought process so promoter Larry Wehrs did. We
know Tom Reffner captured that first 200 lap feature
event but it’s interesting to note some of the others
that participated on the day. Finishing behind Reffner
that day were Rich Somers, John Mc Namara, Bill
Mueller, Denny Sobkowiak, Kato Theissen, Buck
Linhart, John Scott, Everett Fox and Harold Mueller.
The Feature field consisted of 33 cars and some top
drivers of the time including Jim Sauter, Jim Back and
Marv Marzofka didn’t fare too well placing a ways
down in the final finishing order. It wasn’t indicative
of how fast they were as they all battled in the front,
but wrecks and mechanical issues resulted in the poor
finishes. Interesting to note is that racing was held on
Friday to kick things off for the weekend with Dick
Trickle capturing the Feature event that night. The
Trickle name was nowhere to be found however in
the Sunday 200 lap Feature results and we are
curious in this corner as to why. Reffner with the win
pocketed $1,000 plus $341 in lap money of the posted

another who smacked the wall and was taken to the
hospital, but he was reportedly only shaken up after
the accident. When all was said and done it was
reported 4,000 fans attended the event. Certainly that
would indicate the event got off to an auspicious start
and consequently why it is still being held, this year of
course being the 42nd Annual.
Looking at some statistical information from past
‘Fests and in general at the track we find the fastest
time record in qualifying in what is now known as a
Super Late Model occurred on October 9th, 2009. On
that day Chris Weinkauf circled the 5/8 mile oval in
18.840 seconds to hold the standard for that type of
race car. The CWRA sanctioning group which raced
at the track for many years finds Dick Trickle as its
track record holder at 19:537. That mark was set 6/
22/89. In Midwest Truck racing it is Terry Marzofka
with track record honors at 20:810 set 10/10/98. Now
days with so many divisions of racing participating
there is plenty of history to delve into. This is just the
tip of the iceberg as to what has happened through

To see how ‘Fest has grown this year’s event is 4
days and will consist of over 600 laps of Feature
racing in 15 Divisions with somewhere around 500
race cars competing. La Crosse Fairgrounds track
division Championships are yet to be determined at
‘Fest and it will be interesting to see if J. Herbst in
NASCAR Late Models, Dan Gilster in Sportsman
and Andy Moore in Thunderstox can hold their leads.
As a special treat this year, Fred Nielsen who was
car owner for Joe Shear and other notables for many
years will make his Grand appearance at the
Champions Reunion. You’ll just have to be there to
see what I mean by “Grand”. Nielsen will also have
Shear autograph cards for fans that attend the event.
Of course we would be remiss if we didn’t mention
that Shear is the only 5 time winner of Oktoberfest
and the only driver to win it 3 consecutive years. The
‘Fest weekend will also have a title sponsor this year
as Livewire Energy chews have come on board to
sponsor the event in 2011 and 2012. The quick energy

continued on page 13
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Photos; Joe Shear (above) the only 5 time
winner of Oktoberfest in his Fred Nielsen
Camaro of 1979. Marshfield Shootout Feature
winners Mark Eswein and Travis Sauter.
Ashley Anderson and Jimmy Mars at the
Punky Manor Challenge of Champions. Mars
would go on to win Saturday's main event.
continued from page 12
boost Livewire provides will be the perfect tonic for
the weary, sleep deprived gathering that makes up the
bulk of ‘Fest attendees!
Here and there…Marshfield Motor Speedway,
Marshfield, WI., held their Shootout weekend here
recently with Mark Eswein and Travis Sauter taking
50 lap Feature wins. The first half century race was
particularly competitive with Eswein, Chris Weinkauf
and Steve Holzhausen racing nose to tail and side by
side for more than half the event!... In the quote of
the column department Don “Thunder” Turner was
racing his Super Late Model in the Shootout event
and was surprised to find a dash race named in his
honor. The Don “Thunder” Turner #7 Dash featuring
the day’s top qualifiers was held in honor of Turners’
over 40 years racing. “Racing today was the first I
knew of it. Maybe they were thinking I died or
something!” Turner’s heart was definitely beating as
he placed 13th and 11th in the two Feature events
respectively…Turner incidentally has also raced in
every Oktoberfest race event held, all 41 of
them!...Very sorry to hear of the passing of Bob
Schmelzer here recently. Bob was a fixture at many
tracks through the years working for various groups
at events. Bob even did some promoting of his own in
the ‘70s at the Columbus 151 Speedway of Columbus,
WI. I always looked forward to conversing with Bob
on any number of topics at various events through the
years. He’d come across as being a tough even gruff
sort but once you got past that crusty exterior you
found a guy that was really helpful and dedicated to
the sport. It just won’t be the same at the pit gate
from here on in but we’ll continue to appreciate the
great memories, starting with ‘Fest this year…It had
been many years since I attended the Punky Manor
Memorial held annually at the Red Cedar Speedway
of Menomonie, WI., so it was fun to get back there
for the Saturday portion of the event September 24th.
Five divisions of racing were on the night’s card

continued on page 14
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continued from page 13
culminating in the big 40 lap Late Model Feature. The
3/8 mile clay oval is really racy and drivers here
tonight didn’t disappoint with some very competitive
racing. When all was said and done it was area
resident Jimmy Mars taking the win after battling
Lance Matthees for a number of laps. Jake Redetzke
was 3rd followed by A.J Diemel and Mike Prochnow.
In looking at some of these last names I remember
when their cousins, uncles and fathers were racing.
Generation to generation, racing truly is a family
sport. I’m amazed at what the Modifieds these days
are turning for lap speeds. Buzzy Adams ( Of course
I remember watching his dad Dave race and win
years ago.) was bad fast in his taking the Modified
Feature win in convincing fashion here during the
Manor race. Mars hopped in the 428 modified but
was no match for Adams placing 2nd. Shawn Huse
used a very late race pass to take the win in the
Midwest Modified feature which ended up being the
most exciting of the night. George Richards won the
Pure stock feature in a race that was yellow flag
plagued and drastically shortened. It’s too bad as the
event was shaping up to be a dandy with no less than
4 cars battling in front…In closing, many thanks to
Jim Cleveland who has done a ton of research on past
asphalt racing in the state of which the early info on
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Oktoberfest for this column
was obtained…
Any drivers that are still
interested in attending the
Champions Reunion during
Oktoberfest you have time to
sign up. If you are a past
series or track champion in
any division and haven’t
raced in the last three years
you are eligible. If you are a
previous ‘Fest feature winner
in any division you are also
welcome to attend. State your
intentions by contacting Dale
P. Danielski at Starmaker
Multimedia 967 10th Ave N
Ste A, Onalaska, WI 54650
608-783-5827 or at
dale@starmakermultimedia.com
We also have a Facebook
page titled Champions
Reunion III that you may
respond to or go to
www.starmakermultimedi.com
for information.

Don "Thunder" Turner in action at Marshfield Speedway.
Turner is the only driver to have run laps in each and every
Oktoberfest race weekend at LaCrosse Speedway
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The Inside Dirt

Stan Meissner
The Jerry Richert Sr. Memorial IRA/Knoxville
Challenge series race that took place at the Cedar
Lake Speedway on September 10 has officially
made it onto the radar of Sprint fans. The
happenings at the eleventh annual incarnation of this
event were the talk of the internet message boards.
Not only that but there were posts from fans all
over the upper Midwest prior to race day asking
about camping, what the track was like and other
details indicating that they would be making the trip
to CLS. The first few years of this event we locals
knew that we had the beginnings of something
special and now word is getting out to Sprint Car
fans everywhere.
This year the purse was upped to $5,000 and the
Feature was won by three time IRA Champion Bill
Balog. At the time of this writing Balog had a 145
point lead with two races remaining on the IRA
schedule so he appears to have a lock on his fourth
consecutive title. The UMSS winged and
Traditional Sprints appeared along with the IRA
Outlaw Sprints this year and Brooke Tatnell took
the win in the UMSS winged 360’s. The
Traditional Sprint win went to Johnny Parsons III.
There was no shortage of controversy as a result of
an IRA Heat race mishap that involving Brooke

Tatnell and Scott Winters. Each year prior to the
start of the races the Richert family gathers in victory
lane and tells the fans about the career of Jerry
Richert Sr. while video of the legendary driver plays
on the jumbotron. After Jerry Richert Jr. finishes his
annual speech the family does a ceremonial lap. This
year past race winners Scott Winters, Brooke Tatnell,
Terry McCarl, Mike Reinke and Phillip Mock
representing his father’s win in the inaugural Jerry
Richert Sr. Memorial took a few solemn pace laps. It
was a moving moment and you could almost feel the
love but that lovin’ feeling wouldn’t prevail through
the entire racing program. Turn the page ahead to
race time, Tatnell and Winters trading slide jobs in
their Heat race for several laps when disaster strikes.
Tatnell got around Winters just inches from the wall
and was leading Scott be half a car length on the
backstretch. Now the rest of this story depends on
which driver you’re a fan of. Tatnell passed Winters
who drifted up and got into Brooke’s left rear sending
Tatnell into the wall and destroying his car in a nasty
series of flips. Winters fans say that Tatnell shouldn’t
have shot the gap on the outside in such tight
quarters. Tatnell fans claim that Brooke had passed
Winters and that Scott allowed his car to drift up too
far and get into Tatnell’s left rear wheel. As you may
have guessed by now if you weren’t present, angry
words were exchanged and these two drivers
probably won’t be pitting next to each other. I
reserve judgment in these kinds of situations and
prefer to let things take care of themselves.
Tatnell’s #59 Outlaw Sprinter was relegated to junk
but his desire to participate in this race would not be
denied. Brooke won the UMSS 360 Feature in the
Nelson #14 and did the obligatory victory lane
interview while his crew hustled the car pit side, made
adjustments and put the top wing from the #59 on the
Nelson car. Tatnell by all intents and purposes took a
knife to a gun fight and raced up to second place in
the IRA B Main with a UMSS legal 360 Sprint Car.

The ruling by IRA officials was that the #14 would
be scored as the #59 if they put the #59 wing on the
360 car. I’m not sure how this ruling applied to
Mike Kertshcher who ran a Mike Reinke 02 wing
on top of his 80k all evening and was scored as 80k.
This possible bending of the gray areas didn’t set
well with some of the fans but I enjoyed watching
Tatnell drive through the field like a madman and
had no problem with the ruling. Tatnell tagged the
back of the IRA field in the 360 and was passing
cars and moving forward until damage sustained in
the B Main forced him to pull off. Sometimes it’s
best not to ask questions and allow yourself to be
entertained but that’s easier said than done for
somebody like me who’s not a car owner. I
camped out at the track that night and tried to sort
out Brooke’s account of what happened as
explained during a 3am campfire session but I
wasn’t in good enough shape to retain what he told
me. As a matter of fact the conversation was cut
short when yours truly made a crash landing in his
borrowed tent. Thanks to the Richert family for
putting on this great event and making it bigger and
better every year.
Next up and possibly the final race weekend of my
2011 racing schedule was a two-day show at the
Saint Croix Valley Raceway. Billed as the “Final
Showdown” and featuring two complete shows on
Friday September 16 and Saturday September 17.
The new owners of the Saint Croix Valley Raceway
have done a great job getting the place ready in a
short time but I question whether this event will take
place on 100 weekend again next year. There was
no duplication of classes between SCVR and CLS
but the weather wasn’t ideal resulting in a smaller
crowd than I anticipated for a two-day special. I
would venture a guess that the Legendary 100 and
high school football come in to play this time of the

The Richert family gathers in victory lane at Cedar Lake Speedway
Stan Meissner photo
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continued from page 13
year as well. The Vintage Cars of the NVSRA were
added to the card so there were plenty of cars in the
pits in spite of the Pro Stocks and Midwest Mods
being given the night off. Saturday night saw the
addition of the UMSS winged Sprints so there was
plenty of racing for the fans that braved the weather.
Scott Broty won his second UMSS winged Feature of
the season at SCVR, with Tom Kamrath sweeping
both Traditional Sprint Features. There was a scary
moment in the Friday night Vintage Modified race.
You might recall having seen the sharp looking silver
#72 Modified driven by Ken Sabby. Ken hit the
backstretch wall so hard that the impact broke the
front axle and tore the quick change rear end out of
the car. I was nearby and it appeared to me that Ken
was knocked unconscious and I understand that he
did sustain a concussion as a result of the crash. It
was a scary moment to see a crash that serious with
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cars that are supposed to be exhibition racing. The
safety on the vintage cars is much better than it was
back in the day but I don’t think they’re up to par with
the safety innovations incorporated into modern Sprint
Cars. I’m glad to hear that Ken was not seriously
injured because it looked like it could have been a bad
situation for a brief moment.
The UMSS Sprint Cars were scheduled to race at
Ogilvie on Saturday October 1 as part of their twoday event billed as the “Big O Fall Showdown”. The
UMSS announced more than a week in advance that
the Ogilvie Raceway had removed the Sprints from
the lineup due to insurance considerations so their
October 1 race at Ogilvie is officially canceled. I did
a little digging and found out the reason for the
cancellation. It seems that Ogilvie’s insurance will
not allow Sprints to race when RV’s are parked in
turns 1 and 2. This area was roped off when the
Sprints appeared there earlier in the year but the
people renting the parking spots refused alternative

Brooke Tatnell and Scott Winters take a
lap in honor of Jerry Richert Sr. The two
drivers would find each other again on the
track later in the evening.
Stan Meissner photo

Traditional Sprint Car action at St. Croix
Valley Speedway. Rob Caho Jr. (top),
Johnny Parsons III (middle) and Kevin
Bradwell (bottom)
Stan Meissner photos

651-457-7719

arrangements that would have
allowed the UMSS show could
go on as scheduled. The last car
I saw go through a catch fence
was a Modified and they run
those weekly at Ogilvie. If the
Ogilvie Raceway is concerned
about their fans maybe they
should look at either redesigning
or eliminating parking in that
area. I find it rather ironic that
the UMSS Sprint Cars were
canceled because they’re too
fast for a race track. Ogilvie
Raceway’s insurance allows
motorhomes to park in turns 1&2
for Late Model and Modified
specials. Tim Boeder pointed

out in a Facebook exchange that bad racing accidents
can happen in all types of racing. Tim is the former
promoter of the North Central Speedway and he was
seriously injured by a Mod Four that vaulted over the
catch fence. His comments reminded me that safety
takes precedence over inconvenience.
Have a great off season and I’ll see you at the races!
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Photo Gallery

ASA Midwest Truck Tour action from Madison with Jerry Wood,
Rick Corso and eventual winner Dan Lensing.
For more photos from Doug Hornickel, check out
www.fastlapphoto.com

Steve Kinser on his way to winning the World of Outlaws show at Deer
Creek Speedway. For more photos from Jacy Norgaard, check out
www.jacynorgaardphoto.com

Big-8 Late Model action during the Fall Classic at MIS. For more
photos by Mark Melchiori, check out
www.mdmracepix.com

Sportsman action from Rockford Speedway on championship night.
For more photos from Jimmy Ambruoso, check out
www.myfinishlinephotos.com
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A rainy day in Chicago
Mark Melchiori photo
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